VIATORCH 007

THE USER FRIENDLY HIGH PERFORMANCE
SBS TORCH ON SYSTEM

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Viatorch 007 is the latest addition in the
Vetroasfalto’s range of high performance
SBS torch-on roofing felts.
Viatorch 007 is based on a combination
of a special modified bitumen compound
and a unique extra-thin 7 MICRONS
“EASY TORCHING” PP FILM.
This film has been specifically designed
in order to increase speed of torching
during application.
The quick vanishing of the film when
subjected to torching results in a consi-

INTENDED USE
Ideal for installation in high performance
multi-layer systems on flat, pitched or
curved roofs

derable reduction in time and saving in
gas required in the installation.
In addition, the fact that less heat is
required to melt the film also means that
less stress is put on the reinforcement
and that less compound needs to be
melted to obtain a good adhesion to the
substrate.
The combination of these advantages
makes VIATORCH 007 an ideal membrane for all roofing professionals
requiring a user friendly, high performance SBS torch-on system”.

MAIN ADVANTAGES
Quicker and easier installation.
Substantial saving in gas consumption thanks to the special PP film
Superior adhesion and lap security,
giving maximum resistance to wind
uplift
20 years life expectancy when
installed as part of an approved
system and correctly applied and
maintained
Easy to use in detail work

PRODUCT RANGE
Viatorch 007 is available as a 4mm
polyester plain and 5kg Mineral in a
choice of Standard Grey and Dark
Grey.

STANDARD VIATORCH 007
ROOFING SYSTEMS

Following is a selection of typical
roofing systems for which Viatorch 007
is ideally suited:
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RELATED PRODUCTS
As a glass underlay under VIATORCH 007 any Vetroasfalto’s SBS underlays
can be used. When an airvent layer is required, our Vetrofor is recommended.
As a Vapour barrier EVERALL/IGROPOL should be used

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
More detailed information on the Viatorch 007
range, can be obtained by contacting our
technical offices.
We will also be pleased to provide advice on
the most suitable use of the product in all specific situations.

PRODUCT DATA
ROLL SIZES:
7.5 X1MT rolls
ROLLS PER PALLET
25 rolls

PRODUCT INFORMATION

VETROASFALTO S.p.A. EXPORT DEPT Via Pascoli, 3 - 20060 Basiano (Mi) - Italy
tel +39 0295769000- fax +39 0295760225 - http://www.vetroasfalto.com - email export@vetroasfalto.com
The above characteristics are only indicative and may undergo technical modification and updating whenever deemed necessary by Vetroasfalto s.p.a. without prior note. Polymer Bitumen Membranes
are not subject to the obbligation of issuing a material safety data sheet. A separate info data sheet is available on request.

